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　　Abstract　　A novel scheme of ex ternal force for detect ing the object boundary of medical image based on Snakes(active contours)

is int roduced in the paper.In our new method, an elect rostatic field on a template plane above the original image plane is designed to form
the map of the external force.Compared w ith the method of Gradient Vector Flow(GVF), our approach has clear physical meanings.It

has st ronger abili ty to conform to boundary concavit ies , is simple to implem ent , and reliable for shape segmenting.Additionally , our

method has larger capture range for the external force and is useful for medical image preprocessing in various applicat ions.Finally , by
adding the balloon force to the electrostatic field model , our Snake is able to represent long tube-like shapes or shapes w ith signif icant pro-

t rusions or bifurcations , and it has the specialty to prevent Snake leaking from large gaps on image edge by using a tw o-stage segmentation
technique int roduced in this paper.The test of our models proves that ou r methods are robust , precise in medical image segmentation.

　　Keywords:　image segmentation , eSnake , external force , electrostatic field , balloon force.

　　Defo rmable model is a curve o r a surface driven
part ial differential equations(PDE)method fo r image
segmentation and pat tern recognition.Tw o types of

defo rmable models have been developed previously.
One is the parametric deformable model proposed by

Kass et al.[ 1] , which formulates the curve explicitly

in the parametric form.The other is the geometric

defo rmable model , which implicit ly characterizes the

curve by a level set function developed by Osher ,
Sethian and implemented by Malladi

[ 2]
.Hybrid

methods are proposed to combine the techniques of

both models , such as the Geodesic Active Contour

model proposed by Caselles[ 3] .

The parametric defo rmable model , also known as
the Snakes o r active contour , is aiming at minimizing
a specified energy function subject to some con-
st raints.Although the level set method is an att rac-
tive mathemat ical f ramew ork and it can govern the

curvature-dependent f ront evolution , implicit formu-
lations are not nearly as convenient as the explicit

ones , because parametric formulations incorporate ad-
di tional cont rol mechanisms.In the cases of poor con-
trast boundaries , large gaps in boundaries o r high

noise commonly existing in medical , infrared and re-
mote sensing images , the parametric model is a bet ter
choice

[ 4 , 5]
.

Taking advantage of edge detection techniques ,
the parametric deformable model becomes mature and

robust fo r practical usage in medical image segmenta-
tion and pat tern recognition.The research is mainly

focused on three areas , the curve representation relat-
ed to internal force[ 6—8] , the external force and ener-
gy minimization methods[ 9—11] .The famous ex ternal
fo rce model includes Gradient , Balloon[ 1] , Distance
maps

[ 12]
and Gradient Vector Flow (GVF)

[ 13 ,14]
,

etc.The problem in modeling ex ternal force is to find

one kind of fo rce that can possess large range capture ,
push the curves to the concavities o r convexes and

stop the evolving Snakes at the edge gaps.It is a
dilemma to construct one optimized model for ex ternal

fo rce.Compared wi th other ex ternal forces , the GVF
model partly overcomes these obstacles by taking the

concepts f rom optical f low .The sho rtcoming of GVF
is that it is diff icult to understand and i t has no physi-
cal and geometric meanings.Moreover , GVF is im-
possible to push o r pull the contour to the significant

concavities or convexes.GVF also lacks the power to

stop the contour at large gaps in some conditions.

Motivated by the basic ideas of GVF , we de-
signed a model of external force w hich has clear phy s-
ical meanings.This approach ut ilizes a template plane
above the o riginal image plane.Then , the pixels at



the image edge are reg arded as point electric charges ,
which contribute the electrostatic potential on the

template plane to the fo rming of the electrostatic

field.The precision of segmentation is desi rable.In
most cases , there are no requests for changing the pa-
rameters of the Snake.Furthermore , the special vec-
tor field coming f rom this model is helpful fo r thin-
ning the monochromatic images , assisting the design

of aniso tropic f ilters , and analyzing the image optical

flow.In o rder to make the contour conform to the

shapes with complex topology such as long tube-like
shapes or shapes w ith significant branching o r pro tru-
sions , another model st ructured by joining a geometric
based balloon force is also proposed in the paper ,
which only needs to take a few ef forts to find the

suitable parameters , such as regulating slight ly the

w eight of the balloon force sometimes.The algo rithm
of explicit finite difference method is applied fo r the

numerical solution and w e found that the computing

time is stable for most usages if all parameters are ap-
propriate acco rding to the constraints described

above.Since the model we developed here is mainly

based on elect rostatic field , we call it eSnake model.

1　Analysis of GVF and the electrostatic field
description

A traditional Snake is a curve or contour with

the formulation of X(s)=[ x(s), y(s)] , s ∈[ 0 ,1] ,
which moves through the spatial domain of an image

to a local area wi th minimized energy .For a normal
g rey-level image I(x , y), the energy of the Snake

can be expressed as:

E to tal =∫
1

0
[ E Internfo rce(X(s))

+E Ex ternfo rce(X(s))] ds , (1)

E Internforce(X(s))=
1
2
[ α|X′(s)|

2

+β|X″(s)|2] , (2)
E Ex ternforce =-| [ Gσ(x , y) I(x , y)] |2 , (3)

where αand β in Eq.(2)are weighting parameters
that cont rol the Snake' s tension and rigidi ty.Gσ(x ,
y) is the tw o-dimensional Gaussian function with

standard deviation σ, and is the gradient factor.
According to the Euler-Lag range condi tion of varia-
tion calculus , the minimum of E to tal which represents

the f inal stable energy of a Snake must satisfy the fol-
lowing equation:

αX″(s)-βX″″(s)- EExternfo rce(s)=0 , (4)

where E Ex ternforce(s)=-FExte rn(s).

It is easy to apply the finite difference method

(FDM)in time domain to find a solution of Eq.(4).
Because E total is usually close to the largest value at

the beginning of the curve evolution , we have
 X(s , t)
 t

=α
 2X(s , t)
 s2

-β
 4 X(s , t)
 s4

+FExtern(s , t). (5)

In GVF , the ex ternal force is usually generated by

the equat ion

ε= μ(u2x +u
2
y +v

2
x +v

2
y)

+| f |2|v - f |2dxdy . (6)

In Eq.(5), Fextern(x , y)=[ u(x , y), v(x , y)] ,
and in Eq.(6), μis a weighting parameter for gov-
erning the tradeoff between the fi rst and second terms

in the integ rand.Equation(6)creates an energy field
containing bo th degree of divergence and curl fo r a

vector field.Using the calculus of variation and f inite
difference method again , Fex tern(x , y)can be calcu-
lated acco rding to

u t(x , y , t)=μ
2
u(x , y , t)

-[ u(x , y , t)-f x(x , y)]

·[ f
2
x(x , y)+f

2
y(x , y)] , (7)

v t(x , y , t)=μ
2
v(x , y , t)

-[ v(x , y , t)-f y(x , y)]

·[ f
2
x(x , y)+ f

2
y(x , y)] .(8)

It is show n that the meaning of the GVF is not obvi-
ous , and there is no more prog ress after Xu and

Prince[ 5] developed GGVF (generalized g radient vec-
to r flow).Due to the complexity of GVF itself , the
GGVF does no t show its stable numerical solution.

In Ivins' s PhD thesis
[ 15]
, he structured a fo rce

EExernfo rce(X)=
k

|i -X|2
, (9)

which is similar to an elect rostatic force.However , as
an illust ration , ex ternal force energy in Snakes is un-
usable because the infinite value can be produced

when i(x , y)=X(x , y).

In the 2D image space , there w ere several at-
tempts to solve the problem , but the results often had
disconnected or false edges in edge detection.There-
fore , people have to find another method to solve the
problem with an acceptable precision.

2　Electrostatic field of eSnake model

The progress in our paper is that we propose a
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phy sical model to overcome the infinite problem in

Eq.(9)by using an elect rostatic field formed above

the plane of the target image.The principle is showed
in Fig.1.

Fig.1.　S chematic diagram for calculation of electrostat ic field of

eSnake.

Suppose each pixel in the discrete 2D image do-
main is a unit elect ric-charge , the po tential

φPlane2(x 2 , y2)on the plane by the pixel(x , y)can

be derived:
φPlane2(x 2 , y 2)

　=
e

4πε0∑
1

(x 2 -x)2 +(y 2 -y)2 +h
2
.

(10)
Therefore , the dist ribution of the electric f ield inten-
sity betw een(x 1 , y1)and (x 1 , y1)can be described
as:

E x
2
(x2 , y2)=

Δφ(x2 , y2)
Δx2

=
φ((x2 +1), y 2)-φ((x2 -1), y2)

2
,

(11)

Ey
2
(x2 , y2)=

Δφ(x2 , y2)
Δy 2

=
φ(x2 ,(y2 +1))-φ(x 2 ,(y2 +1))

2
,

(12)
which is an explicit expression of the ex ternal energy ,
and it can reach very high accuracy if the time step

taken in the calculation is small enough.Further-
more , the method is fast enough for the calculation

and easy for explaining the result.

During the model development , the most impor-
tant parameter h is defined as the distance betw een

two planes.In the case of h >0 , φPlane2(x′, y′)is
very sensitive to the value of h.Since the distance

betw een pixels is at least equal to one in the image

and the potent ial field is usually symmetric , dif ferent
h values are tested with three small ci rcle charges

w hose radii along the x axis are R =0.5 , R =1 , and
R =5 , respectively , (Fig .1)which is used to solve
Eq.(10)for est imation of the h volumes.E x can be

computed from dU(x)/d x .The results are show n
in Fig.2.

Fig.2.　Result s of the calculated E x w ith dif ferent h and R val-

ues.(a)Plots of E x with h=0.1 , 0.2 , 0.5 , 0.4 , R =0.5;

(b)plot s of Ex w ith h=0.5 , 1.0 , 1.5 , 2.0 , R=5.

The position on the x axis w here Ex equals 0 in-
dicates that the edge point is found by Snakes.The
testing results show that the smaller h is , the mo re

accurately i t represents the position of the circle edge.
At the same time , the smaller the value of h is , the
less smooth the edges of the elect ric field are.From
the tests , we estimate that h should be in the range

of(0 , 1] .For example , when h=0.2 , the detecting
precision is within one pixel , which is a trade off re-
sult between adaptive shape and edge detection accu-
racy.In our experiments , h was taken as 0.2 , 0.5
and 1.0.Figure 3 show s the potential surface and the
elect rostatic field dist ribution obtained from our

method.
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Fig.3.　Example of the eSnake model principle.(a)Original im-
age;(b)potent ial surface;(c)elect ros tat ic field;(d)curve evolv-

ing process.

3　Balloon force in eSnake

Although it can give bet ter segmentation results

than GVF , the elect rostat ic fo rce model we estab-
lished st ill has a similar problem in GVF.It lacks the
ability to move along long tubular shapes or shapes

w ith significant branches and prot rusions.To over-
come these draw backs , a balloon force is added.Co-
hen introduced a pressure force which has the feature

like an inf lating or deflat ing balloon[ 10] .It can be ex-
pressed as:

FBalloon =λn(s), (13)
where n(s)is a uni t vector normal to the curve at

point v(s)and λis the amplitude of the force.There
are tw o kinds of balloon force:geometry based model
and region based model[ 4 ,15] derived f rom the former

one.Region based balloon force is impossible to oper-
ate on monochromatic images and is diff icult to w ork

w ell for identifying the shape reg ion in w hich the

g rey level is not very homogeneous.We choose the

geometry based balloon model by simply expressing it as:

n x =
Δy
|Δy |

, 　ny =-
Δx
|Δx |

. (14)

This formula gives satisfacto ry results f rom the test-
ing .

Taking both Eq.(11)and Eq.(14)as the exter-
nal forces and apply the explici t finite difference

method , the equations for our Snake can be estab-
lished as:

x(t +Δt)-x(t)
Δt

　　=αx″(t)-βx″″(t)+γEx(x , y)

　　　+λnx(x(t), y(t)), (15)

y(t +Δt)-y(t)
Δt

　　=αy″(t)-βy″″(t)+γEy(x , y)

　　　+λny(x(t), y(t)). (16)
The procedure of the solution has tw o steps to pull

the contour leaking out of the large gap of the image

edges.In the first step , we took a large γ, and let λ
be smaller than γ, e.g.γ=0.05 and λ=0.008.In
the second step , we took γas a smaller value and let
λequal 0 , e.g.γ=0.01 and λ=0 , which give the
results that the electric outside field is stronger than

the inside one.The st ructure keeps the contour leak-
ing out from the gaps in the image , which can not be
driven back.The st ructure makes the parameters

more stable and let the st ructured eSnake be mo re ro-
bust.

4　Experiments and results

4.1　Method of test ing

Edge detection plays an important role in the

segmentation by the Snake.Gradient , Laplacian ,
Prew it t and Sobel filters wi th thresholds , as w ell as
the anisotropic filters were used fo r the edge detec-
tion.In our testing , Canny detecto r[ 16] was chosen

due to it s optimal performance.Tw o kinds of Canny
detecto rs were used:one w as standard;the o ther was
a simplified algorithm which gives an edge w ith thick

lines (ht tp://www .pages.drexel.edu/ ～ weg22).
The contour of eSnake is located close to the middle of

the thick lines at the edge , which is specified by

charge att raction force domain in the electrostatic field.

Guéziec[ 17] pointed out that although many re-
searchers had published thei r applications in this

field , only a few of them were reliable and successful

in practice , because they paid more at tention to inno-
vation than to the algo rithm in practice[ 17] .In prac-
tice , the reliability is more important.Therefore , we
give a full test of our algorithm w ith various kinds of

images.In our tests , β =0 is supposed because the

smoothing ability is not the feature we pursue and the

fourth order of deriv ative exerts litt le impact on the

contour.In our tests , if there was not any special

declaration , the parameters were chosen as Δt=0.1 ,
α=0.5 , γ=0.05 , λ=0.008 , h=0.2.

4.2　eSnake w ith electrostatic field

The large capture range , the abili ty to stop at
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the edge gaps of the images are indicated by the re-
sults of Fig.4.Fig .5 (a)and (b)show that our

model is better than the GVF model in penetrating

into concave and convex edges.It can be seen from

Fig.5(c)and(d)that in the stopping curve at large
gaps , our model has poorer performance but i t turns
into a meri t w hen adding balloon force to eSnake.
The original image in Fig .6(a)has more noise ,

which w as t reated w ith a Gaussian f ilter , then passed
w ith the simplified Canny filter.In the condition of

h=0.5 , the contour line is located in the middle of

the edge.A comparison betw een GGVF and eSnake

is show n in Fig 7.Even in the case of h =1.0 , eS-
nake gives the bet ter result fo r detecting the concavity

in the top region of the image.

Fig.4.　Example of the eS nake model.(a)Original image;(b)result of eS nake;(c)original image;(d)result of eS nake.

Fig.5.　Example of the eS nake model.(a)Result of GVF;(b)result of eSnake;(c)result of GVF;(d)result of eSnake.

Fig.6.　Bladder image p rocessing using the eS nake model.(a)Bladder image of M RI;(b)detected edges and initial S nake;(c)result

on edges;(d)result on image.h=0.5.

Fig.7.　Heart image processing using the eSnake model.(a)Heart image of MRI;(b)result s of GGVF;(c)detected edges;(d)result

of eSnake.h=1.0.

4.3　eSnake w ith Balloon

We used the tw o stages for segmentation tests

w ith parameters γ=0.01 and λ=0.All the other
parameters are the same as those described in section

4.1 if they are not specif ied.Fig .8 show s that the
eSnake with balloon force conforms to long tube-like

shapes or shapes with significant pro trusions and bi-
furcat ions , as well as the shapes wi th sophisticate ge-
ometric boundaries.Fig .9 gives examples of tw o

stages eSnake segmentation and Fig.9(b)show s a

large gap on the edge.In Step 1 , the curve goes out
of the boundary and in Step 2 , it is pulled back.
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Fig.8.　Example of the eSnake model.(a)Original image;(b)result of eSnake;(c)original image;(d)result of eS nake.For(a)and

(b)λ=0.01 in step 1;f or(c)and(d)γ=0.03 , λ=0.007 in step 1.

Fig.9.　CT image processing using the eS nake model.(a)Original CT image;(b)detected edges w ith initial Snake;(c)result of

step 1;(d)f inal result of step 2.In step 1 , λ=0.006.

5　Conclusion

We have int roduced a new external force model
and named it an eSnake , which has clear physical

meanings fo r the Snakes in 2-D space domain.The
force was calculated as an elect rostatic field on a tem-
plate plane above the o riginal image plane.We find

that it can allow a flexible init ialization of the active

contour , encourage converging to boundary concavi-
ties and convexes , and minimize the effect of spurious
edges.Cooperating with the Balloon force , eSnake is
capable of moving through the long tube-like shapes
o r shapes w ith signif icant pro trusions and bifurca-
tions.By adapting tw o stages segmentation tech-
nique , eSnake can stop the growing curves at the

large gaps.From various experiments , it is demon-
st rated that our method is reliable , precise and robust
for shaping complex boundaries.In addi tion , our al-
go rithm is simple in practical usage.

Further investigation w ill be emphasized on ap-
plying our scheme to the segmentation of the multipli-
able objects together with the study of the 3-D surface
segmentation.In particular , the vector map created

by our elect rostatic field model might be useful fo r

image preprocessing such as image thinning , filtering
and optical flow research , which is useful in medical
image processing.
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